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Reoently Jeukenne et al. have determined Microscopically the
nueleon-nuoleus optical potential from Reid's nucleon-nucleon
interaction. Microscopic neutron-nucleus optical potentials art
oonatruoted using accurate matter densities. Reasonable suooess
has been obtained in describing the total and elastlo cross sect-
ion and angular distributions at £„,= 8.05 MeY without modifying
the microscopically calculated potentials.
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1. Introduction

In analysing the nucleon-micleus scattering data, it is custo-
mary to use phenomenological optical potentials and vary then suit-
ably to best fit the experimental data. However, this approach
Buffers due to ambiguities in the potential sets determined pheno-
menologically. A better approach could be to predict the nucleon-
nucleus potentials from a microscopic calculation starting from the
nucleon-nucleon scattering data and use them in the cross seotion
calculation. There are various approaches available in literature
to calculate the nucleon-nucleus optical potential microscopically.
Using the nuclear matter approach, Jeukenhe, Lejeune and Mahaux/j/
(JLM) have obtained the optical potential microscopically starting
from Reid's hard core nucleon-nucleon interaction. The nuclear
matter approach is very attractive as It is global, needs only the
nuclear matter density distribution and does not require any speci-
fic nuclear structure information to obtain the optical potential,
lo start with, the JLM me "tl has been used, for calculating volume
integrals of the real and imaginary parts of the neutron and proton
optical potentials and to compare them with the phenomenological
values /T,27. She agreement obtained in general is quite good.
Further lejeune and Hodgson £5J have compared the experimental di-
fferential scattering cross sections for protons and neutron* with
the predictions of the JIM model. These comparisons indicate the
necessity for modifying the JIM microscopic potentials. In the pre-
sent work using the JLM model we have calculated for neutrons, tee
total and elastic cross sections along with the elastic angular di-
stributions and compared them with the available data. We find a
reasonable agreement between the predictions of the microscopic po-
tentials and the experimental data without requiring any modificat-
ions to the JIM model. We ascribe the improved agreement obtained
by us to the better choice of nuolear density distributions requi-
red in the calculation.

1.1 the JLM Model

Starting from the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock approximation and
the nucleon-nucleon interaction, JLM have calculated and paramete-
rised the energy and the density dependence of the isoscalar, iso-
vector and coulomb components of the complex optical-model poten-
tial in infinite nuclear matter, for energies upto 160 MeV £1 7.
JLM then construct the optical-model potential in a finite nucleus,
lo start with they assume that the value of the complex potential
at each point of the nucleus is the same- as In a uniform medium,
with the local density - the so-called local density approximation.
As this local density approximation does not include accurately the
effect in a non-uniform medium of the range of effective interact-
ion, they utilise the improved local density approximation wherein
they take care of the above-mentioned deficiency by introducing
a range parameter in a semiphenomenologioal way and smearing the
potentials appropriately. They have bean able to achieve good
agreement between the theoretioal and empirical values of the volu-
me Integrals and mean square radii of the real and to a leaser
extent of the Imaginary parts of the optioal model potential, for
mass number* 12£A£208 and for energies upto 160 MeV. they have
given results of their calculation of optioal potentials in an
analytic form. The potential ¥(/ ,1) is function of density and
energy and it. can be calculated w e e the energy and the density
are specified.

2. Procedure

As discussed above, one gets the nucleon-nuoleue optioal po-
tential T(r,B) starting from V( y>(r) ,1). £hu« the important quan-
tities in the calculation of V are the target nucleus density
and CM energy 'E*. We have calculated the cptical potentials
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g the improved local density approximation /~i7 which modifies
the potential aB follows: ~

She range parameter t is taken as 1.2 fm as found by JIM. Ve have
obtained the point nucleon density f of the target nucleus starting
from the accurate charge density data. She charge density distrib-
ution of various nuclei are obtained from high energy electron sca-
ttering and are usually parameterised in terms of the Feral distri-
bution with the associated half value radius 'R,1 and diffuseness
parameter "a". The expression ,for density distributions quoted and
used by Jeukenne et al./~V7 from the work of Negele Z57»is actua-
lly a global fit to the experimental charge distribution data and
1B not a result of the microscopic calculation of ref. 5. This
expression does not correct for the finite charge distribution of
protons. To obtain the nuclear matter density distribution from
the charge density distribution data, the latter should be correct-
ed for the finite charge distribution of protons. The unfolding
of the finite charge distribution of protons is dons by considering
the second and fourth moments of the charge distribution function
and utilising the fact that the rms radius of proton is 0.8 fm.
Having obtained the point proton distribution fp, we obtain /», the
point neutron distribution by uaing the fact JL = N/>/2. Having
obtained /» and fa, we get the point nucleon distribution in the
target nucleus i.e. J>= J> +J^»

Having determined / and choosing E, the microscopic optical
potentials are calculated using the JIM approaoh and these poten-
tials are inserted at the appropriate-place in a conventional opti-
cal model programme to generate cross sections. For this purpose
we have modified the computer programme HAUFES / o _ 7 by introduc-
ing the microscopic optical model potential calculations.

3. Results
We have calculated the neutron scattering cross sections for

a large number of nuclides. Holmqvist and Wiedling JTl 7 have mea-
sured the neutron elastic scattering angular distributions for a
range of neutron energies on a variety of targets and fitted them
with the phenomenological optical model analysis. We have used In
the present work their scattering data for £«.« 8.05 MeV on a
large number of nuclides and compared them with the cross sections
predicted by using the microscopic optical potentials. The experi-
mental data are shown in Fig. 1. In all these calculations we used
the phenomenological spin-orbit potential parameters as used by
Holmqvlst and Wiedling in the respective cases. These calculations
yield reasonably good fits to the angular distribution data as can
be seen from Fig. 1. They compare favourably with the predictions
of the generalised optical model parameters of Ref. 7. The total
neutron cross sections predicted by our calculation are In excelle-
ent agreement with the experimental data. In Table I we have
tabulated both experimental and optical model predicted total and
elastic cross sections. It may be possible to improve the pre-
diction accuracy of angular distribution data by adjusting the spin
orbit potential parameters, for in the present work they have, been
taken from phenomenological analyses. Hodgson and I>ejeune £ 3_7
point out that the imaginary potentials of JUf model are In error
and they will have to be reduced in magnitude. This could also
explain the mismatch between the experimental data and the micros-
copic optical model predictions. The usefulness «f these calcula-
tions involving the basic nucleon-nucleon interaction In the
nuclear data programme need not be overemrhasised*
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Table It Comparison of total and elastic cross sections
in barns at E^- 8.05 KeV for neutrons measured
experimentally and predicted theoretically by
microscopic JLH calculations. Experimental
values have been taken from the report AE-430.
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DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS
FOR ELASTiC SCATTERING

OF 3.05 MeV NEUTRONS
ay At, Co, In ANDAu
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Figure 1t Differential cross sections for elastic scattering of
neutrons. The dots, dashes and the oontinuous lines
correspond respectively to the experimental data,
phenomanologioal predictions and microscopic optical
model calculations. Vuolear matter dvaaity half Talus
radius and diffuseness are also tabulated.


